Blacker frosh get a quick shampoo before dinner, consisting of soda, flour, cornmeal and oil — the shampoo, that is.

IT HAPPENS EVERY FALL

The pause in the term's occupation known as freshman initiation came as violently as ever this year, as the pictures on these pages prove. After six days of rotation, during which the freshmen had a taste of the life in each of the four student houses, final assignments were made, and the intensive five-day initiation period set in.

The tortures devised by this year's pledgemasters were, as always, a little more ingenious than those of a year ago. The four freshmen administering the shampoos in the picture above, for instance, found out when they were through that the sheets covering their victims were their very own. For four days the shoe-shine boy below had to carry a cardboard clock on his back, and keep it constantly correct—on Bolivian sub-standard time.

Troop court gets a dusting — with paper towels. Available on demand, shoe-shines are free and often.
The virtue of cleanliness is instilled in all freshmen. Leader of frosh rebel movement pays terrible price.

Early-bird freshmen from Ricketts and Blacker thoughtfully dismantle Dubucy's lounge at 6:30 in the morning.